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On the following few pages, you’ll find photos, key features, and teaching tips for each of the materials in your 
Qit. This guide uses Qit 8 (available here for free!) as an example. But your Qit will follow the same format.
Before you dig in, here are some super quick tips about your Qit and how to use it:

What’s a Qit?
Your Qit (pronounced ‘kit’) is a mini-unit designed to help students develop a specific social-emotional skill.

This guide shows examples from Qit 8, but I purchased a different Qit. Why isn’t mine shown?
Every Qit in my TpT store contains the same materials: Prezi (slide presentation and printable version), 
Worksheet, Strategy Practice Activity, Extension Activity, Writing Activity, Real-Life Challenges Activity and Answer 
Key. Although obviously the topic and content of each Qit are unique, the format is the same. Qit 8 is used in 
this guide as an example, but the teaching tips and advice given will apply to any Qit you purchase. That said, 
Qit 8 is a fantastic FREE resource, so if you haven’t downloaded it yet, click here to grab it from my store!

How to View Your Qit
Please use the most current version of Adobe Reader to open and view this resource (as recommended by 
TpT). To download Adobe Reader for free (in less than a minute!) click here.

Order of Materials
The materials in your Qit are designed to be used in order, as they reinforce and build on one another. The 
materials also chronicle the story of two fun characters (called Goobs) who are working to resolve a conflict 
related to the social-emotional skill featured in each Qit. If you plan to swap the order of materials or skip any 
all together, be sure to consider if the storyline of the Goobs will remain intact and make sense to students.

Printable vs. Projectable Format
The Prezi is the only material that comes in two formats: a one-page, black-and-white printable AND a 
projectable, full-color Prezi slide presentation. All other materials come in an easy-to-use, printable format.

F2F and Online Strategies
You’ll see the terms ‘F2F and Online’ throughout the materials. These terms refer to the fact that the skills 
taught in your Qit apply to both face-to-face (F2F), in-person social interactions, as well as online interactions 
(communicating via email, text, or social media). Since today’s young people spend so much time interacting 
digitally, the Qit addresses how to apply skills and strategies to both F2F and online social interactions.

Online Lingo and Abbreviations
To amp up student appeal, your Qit includes modern tween/teen language, online abbreviations, and pop 
culture references. While students will likely understand all of these references, you can find a list of decoded 
lingo on page 13. Or, you can always drop me a quick email at jennifer@etiqit.com for clarification.

Editing Requests
Due to license restrictions on the clipart and fonts used within, all Qits are non-editable. If you need edits 
to be able to use your Qit effectively in your classroom, please email me at jennifer@etiqit.com -- thanks!

Printing
For tips on how to print only the 
pages you want to print in your Qit, 
please see page 14. As always, don’t 
forget to select ‘Grayscale’ in your
printer settings to avoid wasting 
color ink.

visit etiqit's faq page
OR CHECK OUT A VARIETY
OF QUICK VIDEO TUTORIALS
for even more INFO! 

wait! There's more...

https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Being-an-Upstander-When-and-How-to-Stand-Up-to-Bullying-1049715
https://www.teacherspayteachers.com/Product/Being-an-Upstander-When-and-How-to-Stand-Up-to-Bullying-1049715
https://get.adobe.com/reader/otherversions/
http://www.etiqit.com/faqs/
https://www.etiqit.com/video-tutorials
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The Prezi is the only material in your Qit that comes in two formats: a projectable, full-color Prezi (below), and a 
one-page printable (next page). Due to space constraints, the Prezi Printable Version contains a bit less content. 
However, it does contain all the essential concepts students need in order to understand and complete the rest of 
the materials in the Qit. Check out both formats to decide which will best suit the needs of your students.

Prezi Key Features: A. Qit number ending in .0 denotes the Prezi. B. Two Goobs (fun characters) 
demonstrating a social-emotional problem or conflict related to the Qit’s featured skill. Students will 
watch the Goobs work through their conflict or problem in the Strategy Practice Activity (ending in .2) 
and ultimately resolve it in the Writing Activity (ending in .4) C. Featured social emotional skill being 
taught (in this Qit, the skill is ‘Being an Upstander). D. ‘f2f and online’ means students will learn strategies 
to use in both face-to-face AND online, digital settings. E. Qit intro provides background knowledge and 
explanation of why the featured skill is relevant. F. Keywords and definitions. G. Keyword Writing Activity. 
H. Three-step strategy students will use to develop the skill featured in this Qit. I. Prezi-only content (not 
found in Prezi Printable Version) which provides more examples and in-depth detail about the three-step 
strategy. J. Strategy to use the skill in online situations. K. Graph Interpretation Activity. (In some Qits, this 
will not be a graph, but a study, fact, or stat for students to explore. L. Summary of the three-step strategy 
students will use to develop the skill featured throughout the Qit.
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PREZI PRINTABLE KEY FEATURES 

Prezi Key Features: A. Qit number ending in .0 denotes the Prezi. B. Two Goobs (fun characters) demonstrating
a social-emotional problem or conflict related to the Qit’s featured skill. Students will watch the Goobs work thru
their conflict or problem in the Strategy Practice Activity (ending in .2) and ultimately resolve it in the Writing 
Activity (ending in .4) C. Featured social emotional skill being taught (in this Qit, the skill is ‘Being an Upstander). 
D. ‘f2f and online’ means students will learn strategies to use in both face-to-face AND online, digital settings. 
E. Qit intro provides background knowledge and explanation of why the featured skill is relevant. F. Keywords and 
definitions. G. Keyword Writing Activity. H. Three-step strategy students will use to develop the skill featured in this 
Qit. K. Graph Interpretation Activity. (In some Qits, this will not be a graph, but a study, fact, or stat for students to 
explore. L. Summary of the three-step strategy students will use to develop the skill featured throughout the Qit.

no comments, please! 



BEFORE YOU START:
• The Prezi introduces the social-emotional skill students will be learning about in the rest of your Qit and 
   presents a three-step strategy to help them practice and develop that skill. Since the Prezi provides 
   essential background knowledge, it should be the first material you teach and use with students.

• For instructions on how to open and navigate through your Prezi, please see pages 4-5 in your Qit PDF.

• The Prezi may take 25-45 minutes, depending on how much you discuss the content, and whether  
   or not you have students complete the Keyword Writing Activity (on Slide 12) during the Prezi or afterwards. 

• Before you start the Prezi, consider if you want to use the Worksheet during or after the Prezi. The Worksheet 
   features short-answer questions explicitly covered in the Prezi, so it’s an awesome guided note-taking tool to 
   use during the Prezi. Alternatively, you can have students take notes on their own during the Prezi, and use  
   the Worksheet as homework, group work, individual desk work, or a quiz after the Prezi -- so flexible!

• Find the answers to these two activities from the Prezi before you present it, and have the answers on hand:
 1.  Keyword Writing Activity (found on Slide 12 in the Prezi): answers are listed on the first page of
                your Answer Key.
           2.  Graph Interpretation Activity (typically found around Slides 37-40 of the Prezi): answers are 
                also listed on the first page of your Answer Key. 

• The Prezi Printable Version is great tool for teachers who do not have the tech to present the Prezi slides. It
   does contain less content than the Prezi slides due to space, but includes everything that is essential. However, 
   the Prezi Printable is also an excellent resource to use in conjunction with the Prezi slides! After you finish 
   viewing the Prezi, you can print off and distribute the Prezi Printable Version for students to keep and use as  
   a reference guide which they can refer to while working on the remaining activities in the Qit. This is helpful if  
   students need a refresher on the keywords, definitions, strategy or other content they learned in the Prezi.

USING THE PREZI WITH STUDENTS:
• To see the Prezi in action, watch this Video Tutorial about how to present and teach the prezi slide-by-slide.

• Make the Prezi interactive! Have students take turns reading the various slides or sections aloud. To
   encourage group discussion during the Prezi, use these versatile questions whenever it feels right:

   1. Give an example of [insert topic or vocabulary word] that you’ve seen in a book or movie.
   2. Describe a time you or someone you know had a problem/challenge like the one we just read about.
   3. Does the issue or problem we just read about happen in our school/community? Give an example.
   4. Do you agree with the advice we just read? Is it practical to use in real life? Why or why not?

• The Prezi introduces six new vocabulary words (referred to as ‘keywords’) and provides a Keyword Writing 
   Activity which can be completed either during or after the Prezi. This activity helps students to explore the 
   new keywords (which are referenced throughout the rest of the Prezi and other Qit materials) by applying 
   background knowledge to use the new words in creative ways. If you have the time to do this activity during 
   the Prezi, it‘s a great way to keep students engaged while also solidifying understanding of new keywords.

• You may notice three dots in both the Keyword Writing Activity and Graph Interpretation Activity that look like
   this:           These dots draw attention to directions students should read or a question they should answer. 
   Students will see these dots on all the other materials in the rest of the Qit as well.

more TEACHING tips 
on the next page 
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PREZI & PREZI PRINTABLE 
Teaching TIps

https://www.etiqit.com/how-to-present-your-prezi-video-tutorial


check out THIS 
video tutorial of how 
to use your prezi with

students, slide-BY-SLIDE!

see the prezi
in action!

• The Prezi begins and ends with the Goobs, two fun characters you can use in the following ways:  
At the start of the Prezi, the Goobs are introduced immediately. Their dialogue is infused with pop culture
references, modern tween lingo, and humor, making it fun for students to read aloud. So you can ask for
two volunteers, one to read the dialogue of each Goob. Introducing the Prezi in this way is engaging,
piques student interest, and also breaks the ice before exploring more serious (sometimes sensitive) topics.
You can dive right into the Prezi after reading the Goobs’ dialogue, or you can ask a few questions:

1. Which Goob do you identify with more? In other words, which one is more like you? Why?
2. Based on the Goobs‘ short conversation, what do you predict we’ll be learning about today?

   At the end of the Prezi, one of the Goobs returns to make a final comment that is a teaser for what is going 
   to happen in the next activity. You can explain to students that you are going to complete some additional 
   activities that will allow them to see what happens to the Goobs. To wrap up the Prezi, you can ask:

1. Do you think the Goobs will solve the problem/resolve the conflict they’re facing? Why or why not?
2. If you were one of the Goobs, what would you do next to improve the situation?

      Students will see the Goobs applying the strategy presented in the Prezi in the Strategy Practice Activity
   and ultimately solving their problem or resolving their conflict in the Writing Activity.

• Before you move on to subsequent materials in your Qit with students, consider if and how you’d like them
to keep and organize the materials they complete. One option is to have students use a folder to hold their
completed materials so that the strategies they’ve learned will be available for reference and future use.
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PREZI & PREZI PRINTABLE 
Teaching TIps (continued)

https://www.etiqit.com/how-to-present-your-prezi-video-tutorial
https://www.etiqit.com/how-to-present-your-prezi-video-tutorial
https://www.etiqit.com/how-to-present-your-prezi-video-tutorial
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• The Worksheet features fill-in-the blank content explicitly covered in the Prezi, so you will want to use
   it either during the Prezi or after the Prezi, but not before.
• The Worksheet is an awesome guided note-taking tool to use during the Prezi. Answers on the Worksheet 
   are broken up into the same sections as the Prezi and images from the Prezi are used on the Worksheet
   to give students visual cues which make it easier for them to listen for answers. 
• Worksheet questions are numbered in the order in which they are covered in the Prezi so that students 
   can easily follow along and fill in their Worksheet answers in number order. 
• If you choose not to have the students complete the Worksheet during the Prezi, you can have students 
   take notes on their own during the Prezi, and use the Worksheet as homework, group work, individual 
   desk work, or a quiz after the Prezi -- it’s super flexible!
• Answers to the Worksheet are located on the first page of your Answer Key.

c

A.
B. 

C.

D.
E.

f.

G.

H.

Qit number ending in .1
Social-emotional skill
introduced in the Prezi
Three dots indicate directions 
students should read
Student name and date boxes
Answer choices for each 
section listed in bold
Section titles correspond to 
sections in Prezi
Images from the Prezi
provide visual cues
to help students find answers
Questions are numbered to 
correspond to the order in
which information is presented 
in the Prezi to make it easy
for students to follow along
and complete answers
in order

worksheet
key features & Teaching TIps

key features:

TEACHING TIPS:



• Featuring the two Goobs who were introduced in the Prezi, the Strategy Practice Activity lives up to its 
   name -- it helps students practice applying the strategy they just learned to a relatable life problem or 
   challenge that the Goobs are facing.
• To complete this activity as a class, it’s fun to have two students read the thoughts of the Goobs aloud
   (if they’re willing!) The Goobs’ language is engaging and often provides comic relief to help students
   relax if the topic at hand is sensitive. You can also have students read the three steps of the strategy aloud. 
• Explain to students that they are going to practice using the three steps of the strategy they learned in
   the Prezi to answer questions about the Goobs and the problem they’re facing. Encourage them to use 
   what they learned in the Prezi, clues from the three steps of the strategy, and the Goobs’ comments to 
   help them answer the questions individually or in groups. Once students are finished, you can discuss
   answers together as a class.
• To wrap up the activity, you can point out the teaser which is included at the end of the directions (See 
   Letter F above). The teaser creates suspense and student interest by hinting that they will discover the 
   fate of the Goobs and whether they were able to solve their problem in the Writing Activity (ending in .4).
• Answers to the Strategy Practice Activity are located on the bottom of the first page of your Answer Key.

 

A.
B. 

C.

D.
E.

f.

G.

H.

Qit number ending in .2
Social-emotional skill
introduced in the Prezi
Summary of the three-step
strategy from the Prezi
Goob picture and name 
Description of the problem
or situation from each 
Goob’s perspective
Three dots indicate
directions students
should read
Steps 1, 2, and 3 from
the strategy are all
listed separately
Students practice applying
the three steps of the
strategy by answering
questions about the
Goobs and their 
problem

 

STRATEGY PRACTICE ACTIVITY
key features & Teaching TIps

key features:

TEACHING TIPS:
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• The attention-grabbing design of the Extension Activity makes this material a student favorite! Perfect to use as 
   homework, group work, or quiet desk work, the Extension Activity is designed to help students review, apply, and
   extend concepts learned in the Prezi and Strategy Practice Activity. 
• Although the three-step strategy from the Prezi is listed at the top of this material as a point of reference for
   students, the keywords and definitions they learned are not provided. Encourage students to refer to their Prezi 
   Printable Version, notes they took on the Prezi, or their completed Worksheet should they need help.
• The design and theme of this activity varies by Qit. Your Qit might contain a puzzle based on a popular app (like
   iTunes, Plants vs. Zombies, Candy Crush, Plague, Words with Friends), a Survivor-themed puzzle, Facebook posts, 
   Tweets, or a magazine-style quiz. See page 2 of your Answer Key for details and tips on how to use your activity.
• Some Qits, like the example above, include an optional QR Code Activity. Students will need a QR Code Scanner
   on their devices to complete it. This bonus activity is completely optional and may be omitted, but it’s very motivating 
   and fun for students! If your Qit includes a QR Code Activity, details can be found on the page 2 of your Answer Key. 
• Answers to the Extension Activity are located on the top of the second page of your Answer Key.

 

A.
B. 

C.

D.

E.

f.

G.

Qit number ending in .3
Social-emotional skill
introduced in the Prezi
Summary of the three-step
strategy from the Prezi
Three dots indicate
directions students
should read
Students must use higher-
level thinking to extend and
apply concepts learned
earlier in the Qit to 
complete an activity
Sleek graphics featuring
apps, social media, or
pop culture are designed 
to engage students; 
designs vary by Qit
Some Qits include an
optional QR Code Activity;
additional instructions are
included in your Answer
Key if your Qit includes
a QR Code Activity 

 

EXTENSION ACTIVITY
key features & Teaching TIps

key features:

TEACHING TIPS: g
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• Best practices in SEL encourage teachers to avoid the use of objective assessments, and to instead monitor 
   student growth through subjective methods such as journaling and writing prompts. The Writing Activity provides 
   the perfect opportunity for you to do just that! Students will carefully reflect, think critically, and apply all they’ve 
   learned throughout the Qit to complete this activity. 
• To start, read through the directions as a class and reflect upon the journey the Goobs made throughout the Qit, 
   highlighting both their failures and successes.
• Consider if you’d like to provide students with inspiration for their writing by reading the sample answer provided
   on page 2 or 3 of your Answer Key. Written from a student perspective, the sample answers make great read-
   alouds, but in some cases, they might give away too much information before students complete their writing. 
• To encourage honest and genuine writing before students begin, explain that they’ll be able to share their writing 
   with the class or in small groups -- but sharing will be entirely optional. 
• Sample answers for the Writing Activity are located on either page 2 and/or 3 of your Answer Key.

 

A.
B. 

C.

D.

E.

f.

Qit number ending in .4
Social-emotional skill
introduced in the Prezi
Summary of the three-step
strategy from the Prezi
Summary of the problem
the Goobs faced throughout
the Qit is provided, along
with a description of how
the Goob used the strategy
to resolve the problem 
Students must use higher-
level thinking to extend and
apply concepts learned
throughout in the Qit to 
write a reflection or respond 
to questions
The Goob comments on 
how the problem or 
challenge he or she 
faced throughout the 
Qit is finally resolved

 

WRITING ACTIVITY
key features & Teaching TIps

key features:

TEACHING TIPS:
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• The Real-Life Challenges Activity helps students apply the concepts and strategies they’ve learned throughout 
   the Qit to their own lives so that they may see and experience the strategies “in action.” This activity is less about 
   students getting the “right answers,” and more about recognizing the value of the strategies they’ve learned, and 
   seeking opportunities to independently use those strategies to make healthy decisions in their own lives.
• To start this activity, ask students to summarize the skill and strategy they’ve been learning about throughout the 
   Qit. Then explain that the purpose of learning this new skill and strategy is to be able to use it on their own, in real 
   life. Pass out a copy of the Real-Life Challenges Activity printable and read the directions aloud. Explain that these 
   challenges are designed to help students practice using the skills and strategies they’ve learned in the Qit to their 
   own real-life conflicts, problems, and relationships. 

 

A.
B. 

C.

D.

E.

f.

Qit number ending in .5
Social-emotional skill
introduced in the Prezi
Summary of the three-step
strategy from the Prezi
Three dots indicate
directions students
should read
Each of the three steps
of the strategy learned
in the Prezi are featured
in bold graphic banners
Under each strategy step,
challenges to achieve 
that step are listed;
students check boxes 
as they complete 
each challenge

 

REAl-life challenges ACTIVITY
key features & Teaching TIps

key features:

TEACHING TIPS:
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more TEACHING tips 
on the next page 
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SETTING UP GROUND RULES:
Before students being working on their challenges, review and discuss the following ground rules. These ground
rules create a climate of trust, respect, and connectedness, and will encourage students to participate genuinely:

1. Students will have one week (or more) to complete all challenges and should actively be looking for real-life 
    opportunities to complete each challenge. Remind students to think not only about face-to-face encounters, 
    but also their online experiences, via social media and texts when looking for ways to complete challenges.
2. Students won’t always be able to complete every challenge listed, as they simply might not encounter the right 
    real-life situations which would allow them to do so. In this case, you can ask students to do one of the following:     
     a. Jot a note down next to any incomplete challenge to explain why it could not be completed.
     b. Describe a relevant past experience that relates to a challenge instead of a current experience (For 
         example, if one of the challenges is to list an example of social bullying that occurred at school, but the 
         student didn’t see any social bullying happen that week, the student could think back to a time she did 
         see social bullying happen, and use that past experience to complete the challenge/answer the questions.) 
     c. Describe a relevant experience from a movie, TV show, or book that relates to a challenge.

3. To encourage students to feel safe and to complete the challenges with complete honesty, emphasize that while  
    their honesty is required, sharing their answers with anyone is absolutely optional. Note that while it’s definitely 
    valuable to share experiences so we can learn from one another, there is no pressure to share. 
4. Remind students that the classroom is a safe place, and out of respect for everyone‘s privacy, anything discussed 
    should not be shared with other students outside the classroom. 
5. Encourage students to talk to you one-on-one if the activity brings up any issue that they wanted to discuss further, 
    but did not feel comfortable writing. 
   
SHARING & GROUP DISCUSSION:
The challenges in some Qits ask students to share sensitive information, and to honor privacy and promote 
honesty, you may wish to forgo group discussion and have students turn in their printables. But other Qits offer 
challenges that work wonderfully in group discussions. Review your Qit’s Real-Life Challenges Activity to decide 
if it will work best for group discussion, or as an activity for students to complete and turn in, with their answers 
only being seen by you. Let students know ahead of time whether or not you will use group discussion. If you 
decide to discuss student answers as a group, students can share their specific answers if they’re comfortable 
doing so. Alternatively, you can use these more general questions to help generate discussion:

     1. Which challenge was the most difficult for you? Which one was easiest? Why?
     2. What did you learn about yourself this week? How did you grow? 
     3. How will this week‘s challenge help you make better decisions in the future?
     4. Did anything surprise you this week while completing your challenges?

If students are hesitant to share their answers or participate in group discussion, try these approaches:

    1. Ask students to choose a partner or small group who they would like to discuss their answers with.
    2. Ask students to turn in their completed challenges to be read aloud to the class anonymously, so that  
        they may learn from one another’s experiences while also having their privacy respected.
    3. As mentioned earlier, since the challenges in some Qits ask students to share sensitive information, 
        you may wish to forgo group discussion and have students turn in their completed challenges to you.  

SUPPORT & INTERVENTION:
Lastly, the Real-Life Challenges Activity is designed to help students apply the concepts and strategies they‘ve 
learned in the Qit to the challenges, conflicts, and struggles they face in their own lives, with the ultimate goal of
improving student emotional health and safety. But this activity also gives you invaluable insight into students’ lives. 
Be diligent to watch for student responses which may indicate a student’s need for support or intervention, 
especially signs of depression, self-harm, bullying, emotional or physical abuse, dangerous risk-taking or violence, 
and investigate any issues you encounter according to your school or district policies.
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answer key FEATURES & TIPS
The Answer Key is super organized and easy to use. Answers are provided in order of Qit material with clear
material names and numbers to help you quickly locate the answers you are looking for.

On the first page of the Answer Key, you will find:
• Answers to the two activities from the Prezi (the Keyword Writing Activity and Graph Interpretation Activity)
   It’s a good idea to have these answers on hand during the Prezi, so be sure to look them up in advance.
• Answers to the Worksheet
• Answers for the Strategy Practice Activity

On the second and/or third pages, you will find:
• Answers to the Extension Activity
   If your Extension Activity includes a QR code, you’ll find details on how to use this optional feature.
• Answers for the Writing Activity (student answers may vary, so samples are provided)
   I may be biased, but I love these sample answers! They are written from a student perspective, use language 
   students can relate to, and make awesome read-alouds to inspire student writing. Be sure to check them out!

ONLINE LINGO & ABBREVIATIONS
Part of what makes etiQit unique is that it is infused with modern, urban language, pop culture references, and 
online abbreviations which students often use to communicate. This gives the materials a fun, engaging and
relatable appeal for students, but some of the language and abbreviations might be unfamiliar to you. While it’s 
likely that your students will recognize every pop culture reference and web abbreviation used in etiQit’s curriculum, 
here is a list to help you decode the most commonly-used lingo:

amirite:          am I right?
shazam/woot/nice/score:   awesome; celebrating a job well done
crushed it/killed it:             did a great job; conquered something
fail/epic fail:          failure, often in a huge or embarrassing way
molto:           very; extremely
noob:           someone who is new, unfamiliar with, or unskilled
chillax:          chill out, relax
peeps:           people; friends
selfie:           a photo taken of one’s self
{sigh}, {gulp}, {wink}:      anything in brackets shows nonverbals

LOL:            laugh out loud
F2F:            face-to-face, in person
IRL:            in real life, in person
BTW:            by the way
JTLYK:           just to let you know
YOLO:           you only live once
ROTFL:                rolling on the floor laughing
BFF:            best friend(s) forever
JLaw:               Jennifer Lawrence
for real:          yes, I agree
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TO print the entire pdf:
1.  After you click File, and then Print from 
     the Main Menu, a Print box will pop up.  
     Click in the circle next to All. (This is a 
     standard printer setting and may 
     already be selected.)
2.  For best results, click in the circle next 
     to Fit under Page Sizing & Handling.
3.  Save your color ink by printing in black
     and white! Click next to Print in Grayscale.
4.  Click Print.

These steps will allow you to print every page
of the entire PDF at once, including the cover 
page, table of contents, instructions, etc. To 
see how to print only certain pages, such as
the printable student activities, see the example 
at right. It’s super quick and easy!

to print specific pages:
On a piece of paper, jot down the page numbers you’d 
like to print. (See the Table of Contents on page 2 of 
your Qit for page numbers of specific materials.)
1.  After you click File, and then Print from the 
     Main Menu, click in the circle next to Pages. 
2.  Type the pages you want to print in the white box 
     next to Pages. Use a dash to list any group of 
     consecutive pages you want to print, and separate 
     any non-consecutive pages with commas.
3.  For best results, click in the circle next 
     to Fit under Page Sizing & Handling.
4.  Save your color ink by printing in black
     and white! Click next to Print in Grayscale.
5. Click Print.

In the example above, I wanted to print only the Tips 
For Getting Started (on page 3 of my Qit) and the 
student printable activities (on pages 6 through 11 of 
my Qit). To do so, first I clicked in the circle next to 
Pages. Then I typed 3 followed by a comma. Then I 
typed 6-11 (which will be pages 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, and 11).  
Lastly, I clicked Print. That’s it!
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Below are some simple instructions on the different ways you can print your Qit. Your screen may look a little 
different than mine depending on if you have a Mac or a PC, but the general settings should be the same.

QUESTIONS? I'm HERE!
If you have any questions about the content of this guide, please reach out to me at jennifer@etiqit.com. I try to 
always reply within 24 hours but typically am much faster (within a few hours). I look forward to hearing from you!




